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CUTS Global Forum 

Theme: Should Consumer Welfare Standard Rule the World? 

 

 

 

Backgrounder 

Tracing back to its origin, the term ‘consumer welfare standard’ (CWS) seems to have been 

enveloped in controversy and shrouded in confusion.i  The phrase does not appear in any 

statute,  legislative history or common law precedents.ii However, since it was first coined in 

Bork’s  Antitrust Paradox,iii it has been a raging debate among anti-trust professionals.   

This theoretical debate was triggered due to the criticism of Bork’s view that consumer welfare 

means a total surplus, which seemed to obscure basic economic concepts.iv Some scholars 

interpreted CWS as one focused on price and output without considering welfare or other 

factorsv; some opined that consumer surplus should determine CWSvi. Others, such as the Neo  

Brandeisianvii movement, seek to replace the term CWS altogether and replace it with a legal 

standard that better reflects other purposes of competition law.viii In this regard, total welfareix
 

or an eco-systemic approach.x This includes suggestions of new emerging approaches such as 

the transactions cost approach.xi 

Till now, there are no legally accepted guiding principles of CWS interpretation, and the 

standard is regarded as ambiguous and inadequate.xii Further, a gap exists in the theoretical 

understanding of CWS and the implementation or competition enforcement.xiii However, these 

differing interpretations have not stopped jurisdictions across the globe from taking 

competition enforcement actions. Considering the transformative phase competition law 

enforcement is in, particularly due to the accelerated digitalisation of economies,xiv it is 

imperative that competition enforcement incorporates a precise and modern interpretation of 

consumer welfare.  

With this context, an e-forum is being launched to discuss and deliberate on the principles, 

standards, determinants and envisaged approach for consumer welfare interpretation in 

competition analysis. It will also be useful to discuss what is best suited for developing and 

least developed jurisdictions.   

A few indicative issues that may be discussed are listed below:  
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Agenda of Discussion 

1.  Crystallisation of Competition Law Goals: What is the goal of competition law?   

The first indicative issue relates to whether CW should be considered a goal of competition 

law. Scholars have often taken polar stances on competition law's goals and debated the 

economic and non-economic welfare angle of competition law.xv While some proponents 

believe that CW is the only goal of anti-trust policyxvi, some say that it is not the primary 

goalxvii, and others that the goals must be reconsidered.xviii Others reflect not merely on the 

goal but call for the adoption and a revival of a structure-orientated competition policy, 

which focuses on promoting competitive markets.xix
  

2.  Relationship between Competition and Consumer Welfare: Is the existence of 

competition itself a yardstick of consumer welfare?  

As per some scholars,xx competition law assesses CW for allocating available productive 

forces and materials among the lines of industry and effectively coordinating various means 

of production in each industry into groupings that will produce the greatest result.xxi This 

leads to the foundation of the second issue, to determine whether effective competition 

necessarily leads to CW or poses a case of ‘competition overdose’xxii?   

3.  Investigating and deep diving into the term consumer welfare: Ascertainment of the  

approach to the interpretation of CWS   

Two approaches have been undertaken to investigate CWS. From an economics point of 

viewxxiii as the difference between what the consumers would be willing to pay and what 

they have paid, or as individual benefits derived from the consumption of goods and 

services.xxiv Inclusion of non-price factors is also gaining traction. This third issue seeks to 

unpack the lens through which CWS is to be viewed.   

4.  Peeking beyond the traditional interpretation of consumer welfare: Should we 

consider Total Welfare/Total Welfare Plus?   

Some proponents refer to CWS as an ‘outdated holdover from a discredited economic 

theory’xxv and that the same has failed even according to its myopic terms.xxvi In this light,  

scholars are considering a ‘blended/ecosystem approach’ that focuses on efficiency and 

guarantees complex equality.xxvii The discussion may determine if it is time for competition 

law to embed standards which, instead of focusing on all welfare issues, form a  part of a 

government toolkit to meet the goals of the social contract.xxviii The discussion may also 

determine the inclusion of innovation/dynamic effects.xxix  
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